
 

 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
The Secret Throne by Peter F. Hamilton 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Susan Wilsher  

Perfect for older primary/ early 

secondary children, ‘The Secret 

Throne’ is an enjoyable fantasy 

story. Hamilton’s carefully 

drawn other world has echoes of 

Narnia and I enjoyed the 

additional details he gives about 

the language, culture and 

landscape of his imagined land. 

The story contains a wide range 

of characters and my favourite 

by far is Felix, a special agent of 

the First Realm’s royal palace 

guard. Taking a part guardian, 

part guide role for the two young 

princesses, he is somehow old-

fashioned and charming, yet 

modern and knowledgeable at 

the same time! I also enjoyed the 

idea of the rainbow surfing elves- 

I hope they appear in the following books in this trilogy. Other characters- the 

nasty garden gnomes who couldn’t attack when they were in the light; the 

skymaids; Mrs Veroomes, the seer - all add detail and colour to the story. I was, 

however, puzzled by the appearance of Princess Elizabeth! 

With many twists and turns, the book is well plotted and pacey. From 

the hint of magic at the start to the unexpected role their mother plays at the 

end, there is plenty to keep you reading and wanting to know what’s 

going to happen next. I look forward to reading the rest of the series. 

 



 

 

Anastasia, Age 10 

‘Queen of dreams’ was a superb book – full of suspense and such a 

page turner. I am eagerly waiting for the next amazing book from 

Peter F. Hamilton.  

Jemima and Taggie are in the country side with their dad. But when a 

mysterious white squirrel with purple glasses appears, things aren't so normal 

anymore. Is their dad hiding something? And if so, what? ‘Queen of Dreams’ is 

an amazing novel which I recommend for ages 8 and over. 

 

Hannah, Age 9 

The secret throne is an unusual fantasy/adventure story about two 

girls whose dad gets kidnapped by strange creatures. The girls have no 

option but to enter the different world to find him.  

When Taggie and Jemima's dad gets kidnapped by strange creatures, Rannalal 

knights, they have no option but to enter the unknown, dangerous but exciting 

world to find him. Will they tell mum? Special powers save them but new 

dangers keep appearing... I found the opening quite long but once I got into the 

story and got to know the creatures, I didn't put the book down for hours! Boys 

and brave girls aged 9+ will love this book. I give it four stars. 

 

Abbie Wade, Age 11 years 

This book was great, especially for older children who like 

adventure and mystery.  

I found this book really enjoyable.  

The story line of an adventure combined with mystery and suspense was very 

exciting. The suspense made me keep reading. The family characters were very 

realistic and as the parents had split up, lots of children would be able to relate 

to this. 

I would recommend this to anyone over the age of 9 years, who is looking for a 

book full of suspense and intrigue. 

 

Tyler and Sathana, Year 5, Baring Primary 

This is one of the most intriguing books we have read – so clever -

brilliant and thought-provoking. 



 

 

If you like fantasy, mythical creatures and dreams that come true, you will 

enjoy this book. 

We are looking forward to the next book in the trilogy. 

 

Georgie Docwra, Age 10 

A magical book full of adventure and mystery!  

This is a story of two sisters who travel on a magical adventure to find their 

missing father. 

The story keeps you on the edge of your seat throughout as you are left 

wondering what is going to happen next. 

The girls meet extraordinary creatures on their travel and I love their fantastic 

names. 

My favourite character was one of the sisters, Taggie, as she is very strong and 

believes in herself, and that she will find her dad. 

I love the illustration on the front cover showing the squirrel with a sword, it 

makes you wonder why he has a sword?! The illustrations throughout the book 

are a bit old-fashioned looking but I like them! 

I loved the ending and can't wait to read book two in the trilogy. 

 

Isabelle Preston, Age 10 

I loved this book. It's in my Top 5 best books (and I read a LOT). It's 

so crazy and cool.  

Taggie and Jemima are sisters but not ordinary girls. The girls go to see their 

dad at his farm and hear him talking to a strange man and they start to get 

suspicious. Then things get even odder. Their dad is kidnapped by strange 

beings called the Karrak and a little white squirrel with glasses called Felix 

turns up to protect them. The girls follow him to his home, the first realm to 

discover. The girls are princesses of the first realm but the Karrak lord 

threatens the throne and Taggie must defeat him. 

I loved this book. It's in my Top 5 best books (and I read a LOT). It's so crazy 

and cool. One of the good things about this book is that every moment sticks in 

your head. It was very exciting and I enjoyed every word! 

 



 

 

Sam Harper, Age 11 

I loved this book. It’s a really exciting, well-written fantasy which 

kept me on the edge of my seat and left me longing for the next in the 

series. Brilliant!  

‘The Queen of Dreams – The Secret Throne’ was so well written that it was 

almost believable, even the giant talking turtles which operated as buses! 

Taggie and Jemima are two ordinary sisters who are plunged into an 

extraordinary world when their dad is kidnapped by the evil Lord Golzoth. The 

girls don’t know it at first but their father is the heir to the throne of the First 

Realm. They have to rescue him with the help of Felix Weldowen, a polite white 

squirrel who can change his size, and some special items left behind by their 

dad. Taggie has a charmsword, a bracelet which holds the magical memories of 

generations of its owners, and Jemima has a purse of runes which can guide her 

as a ‘seer’. They travel through a mischievous great gateway which sends them 

back in time and they must find their Grandmother, the Queen of Dreams, to 

undo its mischief. They are constantly being stalked by the Karrak Lords and 

Ladies and their evil servants who want to prize the shell throne open with a 

horrible ritual which will kill their father. Will Taggie, Jemima and Felix reach 

him in time to save him and will Princess Taggie ever sit in her rightful place on 

the shell throne? 

 

Louise Hopkins 

This story is really gripping. 

One of the first things I learn about the main character is that she has the power 

to change the weather.  When her father is kidnapped by the Rannalal Knight, 

she is not going to cower away - she puts up a fight.  Determined to save her 

father (who has a deep magical secret), she and her sister go on an adventure to 

another realm. 

 

Cora Willans 

One of the best books I have ever read. 

I think that this is an exciting yet scary adventure story. My favorite character 

was Taggie because she is so kind and powerful. I would give this book 9/10. 

 

 



 

 

Daniel and Vishva, age 10 

A lovely mystical story about 2 girls and their kidnapped father who 

they go to rescue in a mysterious new realm.  They discover they are 

princesses and their father should be king. 

They meet Felix, a white squirrel who is a loyal soldier of the Queen of Dreams. 

He has been cursed by the King of Night so that when he’s in this magical realm 

he gets bigger. As Jemima & Taggie continue on their quest they discover that 

they are very special children with magical powers… 

Will they find their dad?   Will he regain his place on the throne or face 

execution? 

We loved this book! 

 

Katie, age 9 

The secret throne is hilarious, breath-taking, exciting and thrilling 

story that makes you want to read on. It's Fantastic because it's so 

easy to read and you don't want to put it down. 

The secret throne is amazing, fabulous and outstanding with a hint of scare. I 

love the front cover and all the pictures. The way it's wrote makes you feel like 

your there seeing it all unfold in front of your eyes. Taggie who's twelve and her 

older sister get up to all sorts after their dad gets kidnaped to save him .I also 

like how the gateways trick them. I strongly recommend this adventure to all 

my friends because if they have the same taste as me they'll love it. I can't wait 

for the next book in the series. 

 

Bethany  

Over all it was an excellent read. 

This book was really good and I enjoyed reading it as well. I liked the way it 

pulled you into the book at the start and you couldn't put it down because there 

were so many exciting points. My favorite character was the talking squirrel in 

the glasses and the two sisters because they were very believable characters. 

This is a very adventurous story with a few funny bits thrown in. 


